
1 Problem measles spread at Disneyland

At least 53 people, including 5 Disney theme park employees, have been infected with measles after an 
outbreak centering around Disneyland and Disney California Adventure.  Those who were infected at the park 
would have gotten ill by January 10th but their interactions are still causing further cases across the country.  
The risk is especially high locally because of decreasing vaccination levels in Orange County, where the 
outbreak is centered.  In 2006, 95% of California kindergartners were fully vaccinated for measles.  Now, only 
92.6% are.  Local officials say the outbreak involves a significant number of people who were not immunized.

"It is at large in the community now, and particularly infants too young to be immunized, people with other 
health conditions and, of course, people who aren't immunized need to be very concerned.  [They] really 
should rethink that and consider getting vaccinated."

- Orange County Health Agency Spokesperson Deanne Thompson
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Investigate Problems. Prevent Problems.

What Problem(s) Spread of measles at theme parks

When Date December 17 - December 20, 2014

Time N/A

Different, unusual, unique High rate of population unvaccinated

Where Geographic Area Orange County, California

Unit, area, equipment Disneyland/ Disney California Adventure

Task being performed Infected person visited park

Impact to the Goals
Visitor Safety At least 53 cases of measles (including 

employees)
Employee Safety 5 park employees infected with measles

Environmental Infectious disease spread at park

Visitor Services Visitors exposed to measles

Schedule/ Operations ?

Property/ Equipment Immunity tests/ vaccinations for staff

Labor/ Time Paid leave for employees

Frequency 23 measles outbreaks (representing 89% of 

cases) in 2014
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"The best way to prevent measles and its spread is to get vaccinated."
- Dr. Ron Chapman, director of California Department of Public Health

See same cause

Immunity not 
obtained from 
vaccination ?

AND/OR

Evidence: 51 
confirmed cases; 3 
suspected cases as 
of 1/20

People choose 
not to get 

vaccinated
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Too young to be 
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AND/OR Health concerns
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Evidence: Vaccine
administered starting at 
12 months old

Evidence: Measles 
vaccine is highly 
effective; unlikely fully 
vaccinated person 
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Evidence: Record 
number of measles
cases in 2014 (CDC)
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(95% in 2006)
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"Travelers to areas where measles is 
endemic can bring measles back to the 

US, resulting in limited domestic 
transmission of measles."

- California Department of Public Health 
statement

"Measles spreads very easily by air and 
by direct contact.  Simply being in the 

same room with someone who has 
measles is sufficient to become infected."
- Matt Zahn, Orange County Health Care 

Agency medical director

"Disneyland - this is the ideal scenario.  
This is sort of the perfect storm.  People 
go to Disneyland, and they went from all 

different counties and all different states."
- Dr. James Cherry, pediatric infectious 

diseases expert, UCLA

Cause Mapping is a Root Cause Analysis method that captures basic 
cause-and-effect relationships supported with evidence.
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"The development of the measles 
vaccination and the elimination of measles 
from this country several years ago, until it 
bounced back no with these outbreaks, was 
really a triumph in medical public health 
endeavor.  Good vaccinations, in some 
respects paradoxically, are victims of their 
own success.  Now that we don't see a lot 
of measles, the scare of the difficulty and 
the seriousness of it is not on people's 
radar screen.  It gets back on their radar 
screen when you see what is going on right 
now throughout the country, which could 
be completely avoidable if people had 
vaccinated their children."

- Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
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